TUESDAY OF THE OTHER JUNE
Question Support
LITERARY ANALYSIS

1. **Recall** What is June’s mother’s approach to dealing with life’s difficulties?

2. **Recall** What unpleasant discovery does June make on moving day?

3. **Represent** Reread lines 92–96. Create a weekly calendar showing the days of the week and June’s nickname for each.

**Directions:** Answer the questions.

4. **Visualize**

   One detail from the story that is clearest in my mind is _______________________________

   ______________________________________

   It is so clear because _______________________________

   ______________________________________

5. **Identify Characterization** Write a description of the Other June.

   ______________________________________

   ______________________________________

6. **Analyze the Main Character** Were you surprised when June stood up to the Other June at the end of the story? Why or why not?

   ______________________________________

   ______________________________________

7. **Evaluate Character Traits** Circle only one word or phrase in parentheses, and then complete the sentence.

   I think the Other June (is/is not) a believable character because _______________________________

   ______________________________________

8. **Compare Literary Works** Reread the poem by Rita Dove on page 218. The speaker of the poem is like June because _______________________________

   ______________________________________